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Dig! Arts Access Project: Finding Inspiration in the Park
Melanie Giles and Karina Croucher
Dig! Arts Access Project brought together excavation with artistic interpretations using collage, painting, drawing and poetry,
to engage school learners in the legacy of the Whitworth Park Community Archaeology and History project. Through a series of
workshops and site visits with local schools, participants expressed some of the ambiguities felt by urban children about parks.
However, by the end of the sessions, they had increased their understanding of the history and heritage of their everyday places, and were more confident about visiting parks. The project demonstrates the far-reaching, deep impact of community archaeological education projects, with improved confidence in using park spaces and changed perceptions of the value of local
history and heritage. The creative approach enabled the exploration of complex reactions to park spaces, and the reclaiming of
marginal, liminal places as community assets, of value to today’s urban populations.

Introduction
Whitworth Park was opened by the Whitworth Institute in 1890, from the philanthropic bequest of
Joseph Whitworth: local precision engineer, inventor and industrialist. The Park was leased to the City
Council in 1904, and the Whitworth Institute was purchased by the University of Manchester in 1954
to become The Whitworth Art Gallery. The design was the epitome of a late Victorian ‘woodland park
and pleasure ground’ (as the opening day poster described it), complete with band stand, lake, drinking
fountains, pavilions and shelters, raised mound and walkways, flower beds and tree plantings, laid out
on a radial pattern around a centre circle (Figure 1). Statues of King Edward VII and a sculpture of
‘Christ Blessing the children’ provided ideological focal points, whilst a meteorological station enabled
the park to play an important role in recording weather data. However, by the 1930s, the lake was
infilled to make a shallow boating pond. From the 1950s onwards, the fortunes and finance of the park
varied. It was very fondly regarded in the 1970s–80s as a vibrant multicultural space, used for sports
and leisure as well as public protests relating to pay and pension disputes, anti-apartheid, civil rights
and anti-war protests. Yet by the turn of the millennium, the infrastructure of the park was run-down,
with low maintenance, little investment and a reputation for crime. The story is one shared by many
public parks in the UK and under the direction of its then-chair (Lord Rothschild) the HLF flagged urban
parks as a major target for funding in the mid–late 1990s. Within two decades however, the HLF (2014)
raised concerns that this new investment ran the risk of going from ‘renaissance to risk’. Restoration
was merely a starting point – there needed to be greater public and partnership commitment (in lieu of
diminished state responsibility and funding) towards the long-term care of these sites.
The Whitworth Park Community Archaeology and History Project (WPCAHP) was developed in response
to these issues, and ran between 2011 and 2015 as a collaboration between the Archaeology department
(University of Manchester), the Manchester Museum, the Whitworth Art Gallery, the Friends of
Whitworth Park, and the Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race Relations Resource Centre (Jones et al. 2013). The latter
partner provided a knowledgeable and sensitive link to the diverse ethnic communities on the park’s
doorstep: the 2011 UK census records the Moss Side area as having a 25.7% White British population,
with significant ethnic minorities including 17.3% mixed ethnicity (White and Black Caribbean), 10%
Black/African Caribbean/Black British, and 7.4% Asian/Asian British/Pakistani. It also helped introduce
us to some of the local schools we wanted to work with, which face particular challenges in terms
of disadvantaged incomes and opportunities amongst their schoolchildren. In 2018, the number of
children in poverty within the Manchester Central zone was still a startlingly high 47.5%. Our project
was part of a wider suite of fund-raising and development initiatives led by the Friends of Whitworth
Park under the inspiring leadership of its late chair, Ken Shone. Their vision was to improve the park
and its facilities for local residents as well as the frequent visitors from the nearby hospital complex,
university staff and students, and gallery visitors. Leadership on the WPCAHP was provided by Prof. Siân
Jones, working with co-directors Dr Hannah Cobb and Dr Melanie Giles. Major funding was provided by
the HLF through a ‘Your Heritage’ Grant.
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Figure 1. Excerpt from the 1907 Ordnance Survey map, showing the Edwardian era park, in the context of a growing Manchester suburb of back-to-back housing (Copyright Ordnance Survey - reproduction of Historic Map by
kind permission of the O.S.)

The project investigated the social, material and natural history of the park, as a means of engaging
present-day communities with their rich urban heritage. Inspired by a wider movement towards social
responsibility and public engagement now broadly characterised as ‘community archaeology’ (see
Dalglish 2013; Skeates and McDavid 2012;), it used a combination of archaeological survey, excavation,
finds analysis and oral history, to investigate the past of the park and its many meanings to local
communities, past and present (Figure 2). Learning from comparative projects (Moshenska and Dhaniel
2012) our initiative was designed as a collaborative endeavour, with the dig led mutually between the
University of Manchester and the Friends of Whitworth Park. As well as providing training for university
students, volunteer opportunities for the Friends, and placements for the long-term unemployed, the
project invited a variety of local schoolchildren (from primary school age to college students) to dig
with us. It was thus also designed as an ‘open-air’ participatory project: intent on involving everyone
in the practices of both discovery and interpretation (Colton et al. 2013). For those unable or unwilling
to dig, there were lunchtime site tours, object handling sessions as well as open days, oral history tents,
and family fun-day activities to complement the excavation and finds-work (see Jones et al. 2015 for a
fuller summary of these activities and their impact).
The project revealed the ‘hidden history’ of the filled-in lake, its boathouse and pavilions, bandstand and
meteorological station. It discovered lost brooches, buckles and keys, bottles, nuts and shellfish thrown
into the lake, and the toys that were loved, lost or left behind, by children playing at its edge. These
intimate insights into late Victorian and Edwardian life helped connect both diggers and site visitors
to the lives of people in the past, revealing aspects of class, health and wealth, as well as ethnicity
and gender, at the height of Manchester’s expansion into an industrial city. Yet we were aware that
opportunities for children to actually visit the site during the dig were limited to a few classes. From
conversations with both pupils and their teachers, we also realised that the dig and its finds were an
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Figure 2: Edwardian-era Whitworth Park (left) and excavating the filled-in lake (right)

important starting point for creative explorations of their own, which we did not have time to enable
or facilitate on-site.
As a result, Karina Croucher and Melanie Giles secured funding from the University of Manchester’s ‘Arts
Access Fair’ (funded by the Martin Harris Centre and Manchester Alumni Office) to run ‘Dig: Creative
Interpretations’. The project worked with local primary and secondary schools, to inspire artistic
reactions to the park, namely through painting/drawing/collage to create artworks, and through
poetry. The workshops were intended to prompt discussion around the dig itself and its finds, as well as
encouraging a greater sense of ownership of parks. It also aimed to encourage schools to connect with
the archive and collection that was accessioned by the Manchester Museum, giving this local, historical
archaeology parity alongside its famous Egyptology and Roman galleries. Yet the project also hoped to
improve children’s confidence in ‘claiming back’ what had become rather unloved, marginal spaces due
to a lack of public funding and anti-social behaviour, and can thus be seen as part of a wider cultural
initiative to invest in, and care for, the whole nation’s parks (HLF 2014).
The workshops were designed and led by Ellon Souter (Archaeology Widening Participation Fellow /
Archaeology PhD student), Alison Burns (MA student, Archaeology), Jenna Ashton (Art History Widening
Participation Fellow / Art History PhD student), and Jodie Kim (New Writing Widening Participation
Fellow / New Writing PhD student). Workshops were run with four schools, representing a total of 120
pupils from primary to secondary levels. Manchester Academy and Medlock Primary School were part
of the original dig partnership identified from their proximity to the park. Sale High School (to the
west) had also participated in the earlier project but Matthew Moss High School (to the north of the city
centre) had not been able to attend the actual excavations, so this represented a new partnership: going
out into the school itself. The high schools were identified through outreach in the main project, for
having an explicit interest in using the dig within the history curriculum or to attract their students to
AS-level and A-level Archaeology courses, once delivered through the Manchester AQA-exam board. All
participants completed a consent form at the start of the workshop (for use of their outputs and images
in an anonymous manner), and an evaluation form at the end. The evaluation questions were designed
to assess frequency of park use, motivations for using parks, the content and character of the workshop
and the difference it might have made to their feelings about parks. These comprised:
•

How often do you visit parks? (every day, weekly, monthly, hardly ever, never)

•

Which parks do you usually visit (if any)?

•

What is your main purpose for visiting parks? (passing through, using facilities, peace and quiet, privacy, to spend time with friends, other)

•

Did you enjoy today’s workshop? (Strongly Agree–Strongly Disagree)

•

As a result of today’s workshop: (Strongly Agree–Strongly Disagree)
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o

are you more likely to visit Whitworth Park?

o

are you more likely to visit your local park?

o

do you feel more confident about using parks?

o

do you feel that parks are valuable for local people?

•

What did you enjoy most about today’s workshops? (free text response)

•

What would you change about today’s workshops? (free text response)

We kept in touch with participants following the project through their teachers, including inviting
them to the resulting exhibitions. While the project was aimed at school pupils themselves, the intent
was that there would be a ‘ripple effect’ as the participants reported back to their parents, siblings and
other family members, and peers. Our aim was to widen the communities involved in the project and
create a sustainable legacy amongst the next generation, who would be more aware of the heritage of
their green urban spaces, and thus more confident about using them and caring for their future.

Figure 3a: Above: postcards from the past (which begins ‘no doubt you think I have forgotten you but do not forget old friends…’). 3b and c: lost-and-found - toys from the dig (marbles, knuckle-bones and five-stones, a doll’s
hair-brush, soft toy eye and miniature tea plates)
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The workshops
Park montage
The workshops were entitled ‘Memory and Public Space in Whitworth Park’ and consisted of several
components. First, an overview of the excavations was given, alongside viewing and handling of
Edwardian postcards (Figure 3a) which featured images of the day with hand-written messages and
stamps. Replica clay pipes, marbles and the game of ‘five-stones’ were also used as a tactile handling
collection, alongside some of the artefacts found during the excavation (Figure 3b and c). We then used
two different forms of activity to playfully engage the pupils with the archaeology – visual art and
creative writing.
With the youngest participants, we encouraged them to make their own postcards using collage
materials. Dried flowers, scraps of fabric and magazines, copies of the original postcard images,
paintings by the famous Manchester industrial artist, L.S. Lowry and wax crayons allowed primary
school children to create a visual montage with three-dimensional texture. The preparation stage of
this saw some students avidly stockpiling resources and cutting-out images from magazines: revelling
in the freedom of collage to assemble a hoard of materials. Petals, stems and flower-heads brought the
lush vegetation and colourful planting of the park to the fore (Figure 4): design aspects which were
essential to the Victorian vision of creating the ‘green lungs’ of the city, aimed at improving physical
health of the working classes.

Figure 4: Flower and fabric images produced by project participants (above), and a postcard of the statue of
Christ and the park’s plantings in their heyday (below)
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Older children used these materials to make more sophisticated images: one glorious postcard used the
foreground of the lake and pavilion set against the rosy glow of a crayoned sunset to capture an idyllic
view of the Edwardian park (Figure 5a). Another pasted the word ‘garden’ into a montage of trees,
gold-threaded textiles and a bright blue butterfly (Figure 5c). Quite a few of the images ‘re-presenced’
people in the park, cutting out Edwardian figures or Lowry crowds, and resituating them in a park-like
setting: promenading together or clustered by a hand-drawn bandstand. It captured a real sense of
the difference of the past, either through their demeanour or clothing. The architecture of the park,
especially the fountain and the railings, but also statues, boats and benches also intrigued the children
and featured quite strongly in a number of images, including one that re-imagined a perspectival view
from the lake edge across to the meteorological station, yet excised people from the image. Others used
this ‘art brief’ to create pleasing images which did not attempt to reproduce Whitworth Park itself,
but instead suggested metaphorical resonances - what parks meant to them - a gentle river cutting
through orange banks, rainbows which stretched across the sky or suns which dominate the image
frame (Figure 5b). Play equipment also featured strongly: lakes and ponds, swings, slides and sea-saws.
Together, these images provide a rich insight into the joy and pleasure children associate with visiting
a park.

Figure 5a, b and c: Idyllic visions of the park
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Yet other children produced images that moved us in a different way. In one, the small silhouette of
a child leans against the low railings separating them from the lake (Figure 6a). The figure is isolated,
and conjures a sense of solitude and longing, despite the fact that this is a public place for play. In
another, the sunset silhouettes a pair of empty, still swings; capturing the slightly haunted feel of a park
at sundown once the children have gone home (Figure 6b). This was from a child who stated that she
‘didn’t do art’ yet it is one of the project’s most powerful images. One postcard used the simple medium
of graphite pencil to embody the stark feeling of a wintry park with a lone visitor sat on a bench. Two
images by teenagers used the artwork in a different way: cutting out cartoons with themes of slight
violence or sexuality, merged with images of rappers and allusions to local gang killings and innocent
victims (Figure 6c). These images by older pupils used a clever mix of over-painting and layering to
conceal some of their content, conveying the darker, more hidden meanings of the park for this ageset. Whilst the excavation team were familiar with the poor reputation of the park in previous years,
especially during period of public funding cuts and high local crime rates, this art brought out more
liminal meanings of such spaces which surprised and affected us.

Figure 6a and b: Loneliness, absence and c: teenage issues postcard
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In contrast, other children deliberately sought out images of crowds to saturate their scenes, creating
a busy and vibrant image (Figure 7). Some eschewed the collage materials to create their own ‘stick
figure’ scenes, or characterful portraits such as a flat-capped smoker or purse-clutching granny. One
child cut-out Lowry figures to create a family scene, with one ‘matchstick child’ pasted onto a handdrawn slide. Another selected photographic images from the 1960s–70s, to create a multicultural scene,
saturated by green grass and a bountiful orchard-like tree. This notion of the park as an idyllic space
where you could watch, meet and mingle with people from different ethnicities and classes was not
merely the vision of the Victorian philanthropists: it also emerged strongly from the oral histories we
conducted with older park users during the dig, in fond memories of their youth.

Figure 7: Crowds, characters and social paradise
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Postcards from the past
The above themes were echoed in the second workshop design, focused on creative writing. The
children were encouraged to read the messages on the reverse of the cards and respond by making
their own ‘Facebook profile’ for an Edwardian man, woman or child, or by writing their own ‘postcard
from the past’. We pointed out that some of the original postcards were sent as holiday greetings or
remembrances of trips out to the park, to an old friend or fond relative. Others acted more as ‘text
messages’, conveying a brief note about when someone expected to arrive home – with more than one
post a day, they could be sent secure in the knowledge it would reach home before themselves! This
involved the children in acts of historical imagination, and the detail conveyed in the images as well as
the archaeological finds helped them situate themselves into very different times and attitudes towards
dress and behavior, in which so many aspects of class, gender and power were embodied. Whether
explicitly conscious of this or not, many of the children adopted a tone of formality and civility which
seemed to mimic the constrained demeanor of the adults and children they saw in the images. They
were also intrigued by the hand-writing, and made efforts to craft messages with flair, adding curlicues
or flourishes to their message. This was both touching and impressive (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Messages from the past (above) and the present (below)
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The other written task that the workshops facilitated was poetry. We started by reading aloud prose
and poems about parks, drawing on the approach and materials used by the Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race
Relations Resource Centre as part of the main project (NB.: results of both strands of the workshop are
presented below). These texts exemplified how green spaces can inspire creative writing, becoming
spaces of both leisure and pleasure, but also occasionally fear and menace. Ali Smith’s The Definite Article
(2009) was inspiring:
I stepped out of myself and into the park. I stepped off the pavement and into a place where
there’s never a conclusion, where regardless of wars, tragedies, losses, finds, the sting or the
sweetness of what’s gone in a life, or the preoccupations of any single time, any single being,
on it goes, the open-air theatre of flowers, trees, birds, bees, the open vision at the heart of
the city.

Figure 9: A paradisiacal poem about the park (left) and a poem that collapses time in the park (right)

Yet this idyllic sense of possibility can be contrasted with the more ambiguous feelings articulated in
‘Parks and ponds’ by Ralph Waldo Emerson (1950):
Parks and ponds are good by day;
I do not delight
In black acres of the night,
Nor my unseasoned step disturbs
The sleeps of trees or dreams of herbs.
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This widened the children’s appreciation of how parks meant different things to different people,
and how this can change through time – both within the diurnal rhythm of the park, day to night,
and its longer-term cycles of seasonal and generational change. Ordnance Survey maps from between
1850 and 1950 helped us illustrate these transformations, showing how features such as the pavilions,
shelters, lake and bandstand, came and went. Some teachers picked up on these changes, encouraging
the children to either respond to what they could see in the original images that had now disappeared
or to create poems about what parks meant to them in the present day. A few of the poems effectively
‘collapsed time’, moving between the Edwardian inhabitants of the park and the dig itself (Figure 9).

Figure 10: One of the ‘postcard’ trees, at the Arts Access Exhibition, Martin Harris Centre
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The students were able to use rich imagery, simile and metaphor, as well as evocative aphorisms and
memories, to conjure their positive feelings about the park:
‘The leaves rustle and the trees sway/As the children play on the soft green grass’
‘Flowers smell like honey’
‘It was the breeze waking up the trees’
‘The grass is so smooth if feels like feathers’
‘Playing football… All day through, with I don’t know who’
‘…wonderful places/I love the big spaces’
‘The park is a place that takes all your troubles away’
‘Staying out until it starts to get dark’
Sensorial engagement was a key feature of many of the poems – the taste of ice-cream, the cool of the
water, the sound of children having fun. These ideas were particularly powerfully distilled in some of
the acrostic poems:
Trees all around
Happiness
Energy everywhere
Playing
Annoying children
Relaxed
Kites
Yet some of the other park poems we read with them appeared to give the children license to voice
their fears too: in one couplet, the rhyme scheme for ‘playing games’ was ‘calling names’. As public
places where children from different streets and schools met, it could also be a place for confrontation,
bullying or aggression. (This was still the case when the archaeological survey began in 2011, and a
security guard used to regularly patrol the grounds at 4pm, to intervene in altercations as children
spilled out of the local schools!) In a prose piece, one child wrote: ‘I want to try and make a friend with
kids who are playing further than me but I don’t know how. Actually they are looking dangerous.’
Another child recalls an incident of bullying and the retaliation that followed: ‘I started to think what
I could do. I kicked the football at his face…. Me and my friends started to scare them, they try to run
away.’ Some children recalled accidents they had witnessed ‘Someone has fallen beside me/And I realise
it’s stopped being fun.’ Public spaces also attract other kinds of urban activity, as in this poem about
the nearby Garside Park: ‘People do not respect/They just drop litter and drugs/People ride quads and
motorbikes/Throwing fireworks…Dogs run round and have fights…. I don’t really go there anymore.’
The selection of quotes below embody similar fears, chiming with the postcard imagery above:
‘The teenagers, just like wolves hunting and destroying’
‘Feeling scared – no-one shared’
‘Graffiti on the dull climbing frames, rubbish rustling around the chewing gum filled tarmac’
‘Why are we them children that are scared to go in the park because they think that they will
get shot?’
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The last comment relates to the murder in 2006 of ‘Jesse James’: an innocent 16 year old boy accidentally
shot in the nearby Broadfield Park – an area of intense gang rivalry. Nearly ten years later, this incident
still haunted the teenagers, overshadowing their impression of these supposedly safe, green spaces.
There were also some interesting reactions to the pharmaceutical bottles we pulled out of the lake,
concerned these might be drug-related: ‘Medicines getting took’. Others were quite shocked by the
prevalence of pipe-smoking in the postcards, stating ‘I should stay away, ‘cos I hate the smell of tobacco
‘n’ decay!’ The poems certainly encouraged the pupils to give public voice to their ideas, memories and
concerns, and towards the end of the sessions, some of the children read aloud their work: immersing
themselves and their peers into the parks they had helped re-imagine in the classroom.
Project outcomes and evaluation
The main outcomes from the project consisted of two exhibitions in 2015, one within the Martin
Harris Centre itself as part of the ‘Arts Access’ initiative, and one within the Manchester Museum, as
part of a major ‘Big Saturday’ event about parks. The latter event was supplemented by further art
activities including collage and plate decorating. In each venue, we used two ‘PhotoTree’ stands from
which we could hang multiple postcards, both image and text, allowing the viewer to move around
the images and read the messages and poems at their leisure. Small clips permitted individual cards to
be unhooked and read up-close, if required (Figure 10). All of the participant schools were invited to
visit the opening event at the Martin Harris Centre or drop-in to the Manchester Museum exhibition,
which complemented the major temporary exhibition ‘Whitworth Park: Pleasure, Play and Politics’.
However, take-up of these invitations was slight, and in the future, we would seek to take these highly
portable resources back into the participant schools as a ‘pop-up’ temporary exhibition. This would
have enabled them to become involved in arranging the images and deciding on relations with poems,
whilst learning from looking at each other’s work. Long-term curation of the images and texts was
secured through the online archive hosted through Archaeological Data Services, as part of the wider
Whitworth Park project.
The feedback forms from our workshops were designed in tandem with the main project, and the results
presented here draw upon insights from both, in order to create a wider understanding of the role of
parks for 21st-century urban schoolchildren. Thirty-three percent of participants returned evaluation
forms. These asked how regularly they visit parks, whether they had visited Whitworth Park, and their
main purpose for park visits (including passing through, using facilities (such as playground on sports
fields, for peace and quiet, privacy, to spend time with friends, or ‘other’). Responses were unsurprising
in that students visited parks closest to their homes and schools. Of our teenage respondents, 29% visit
a park at least once a week, and 52% at least once a month. The most dominant reasons for visiting
park were meeting with friends or using facilities, followed by seeking peace and quiet. Encouragingly,
91% thought that parks are a valuable local resource. Another use focused on ‘passing through’: this
was especially the case for Whitworth Park which acts as a ‘crossroads’ between residential housing
and the busy corridor of Oxford Road, effectively cutting off the corner of Moss Lane and providing a
green walk-way parallel to this busy main road. Nonetheless, this also demonstrates the value of the
transient visitor to park spaces. Under the category of ‘other’ for visiting spaces, this included ‘visiting
with families’, ‘buying an ice cream’, dog walking, or for one respondent, ‘to get away from problems’,
demonstrating the diverse values and utilities of park spaces for individuals.
Teachers expressed the value of learning about local history: ‘the children are gaining an understanding
of the history of the park next to their school… they walk through it every day yet have no idea of the
journey the park has gone through’, reflected too in a pupil’s comment that ‘it’s like, where you live,
it’s your background, so it’s really interesting to find out about what happened’. Children too reflected
on the value of the learning through the workshops, including one pupil who wrote after a poetry
workshop that it had encouraged them to ‘explore the links between literacy and history’. This had a
resonating effect for some participants, one noted that ‘I will think about its history every time I walk
through the park’.
Participants were then asked whether they had enjoyed the workshop, and whether as a result they
were more like to visit Whitworth Park, and whether participants felt more confident about using parks,
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or felt that parks were valuable for local communities. We also asked what they had enjoyed most about
the workshop, and what they would change. The experiences of the workshops were overwhelmingly
positive, with 19% agreeing and 76% strongly agreeing that they had enjoyed participation. One of the
greatest successes of the workshops was the increased confidence in using park spaces, totalling 76%
of respondents. Participants also enjoyed the license to voice their fears as well as their enjoyment of
park spaces. However, pupils wanted more one-to-one supervision, rather than the ‘free floating’ and
‘drop-in’ light touch we had adopted during the art and poetry sessions: they felt this would increase
group attention, enhance focus and provide swifter responses to questions.
Teachers were also asked for feedback. This included asking whether the workshops had been a valuable
experience for their students, whether the workshops had helped develop team working, or were likely
to increase attainment, and whether students’ personal or academic aspirations had been raised through
participation. We also asked whether they anticipated an impact on students’ development, including
increased motivation to learn, increased confidence, and feel more positive about themselves. In
addition, we asked them to identify the aspects that the students had most enjoyed, whether it provided
sufficient challenge, and how they intended to take the workshop experience forward with students.
We also asked for areas for improvement, and suggestions for the future, and whether there were any
anecdotes they could share about differences in behaviour or engagement during the workshop.
Teachers reported that students enjoyed the tactile elements the most, where students were involved
in ‘a kinaesthetic activity where they could be creative’ (Jones et al. 2015: 130). This was also supported
by the opportunity to handle replicas of finds, enabling connections with the types of objects uncovered
during the excavations, such as clay pipes and five stones, alongside a small suite of uncontextualized
‘real’ finds… a brooch, buttons, a key, marbles and several sherds of pottery. This aspect prompted
comments such as ‘in the past they had different toys’ and that they were ‘finding out how the past used
to look’ (Jones et al 2015: 134).
The activities had an impact on future career potentials too, highlighting careers in archaeology, but
also, as one workshop pupil observed in a lovely pun, that they would think ‘not just about collage
but college’. It is especially rewarding that a relatively short activity and intervention can potentially
impact on future career directions and motivations to study.
Conclusion: lessons learned?
In the main section of our chapter, we have foregrounded some of negative attributes of parks as
perceived by the children: as liminal and sometimes fearful places, where loneliness can be keenly felt.
Yet this must be set against their statements that through the workshops, they felt more confident
about using parks. By providing them with a creative forum in which to express such hidden feelings,
we hoped the workshops helped them to discuss the reality of these risks and sensible ways of staying
safe. This is a dimension of the project which we had only thought about in quite formal ways (e.g. in
relation to Health & Safety Risk Assessments and Safeguarding Policies) but would certainly re-evaluate
in the future.
What was very clear was the undoubted value of parks in their everyday lives, as places of play,
leisure and enjoyment, both amongst their own age-group and for their families. Occasionally this was
expressed as something much deeper, relating not just to their physical but psychological wellbeing,
as one child put it: ‘Walking and thinking about your feelings/In too much crowd and muttering/Come
and calm yourself down’ (cited in Jones et al. 2015: 129). They also appreciated the way in which we made
parks a space of creative imagination and inspiration, on their doorstep. The art workshops encouraged
a multi-media approach with physical montages that we hoped would inspire them to make their own
collages. Meanwhile the postcard poems and messages developed deeper historical understanding of
their local environment, and nurtured empathy with Edwardian children as they imagined themselves
into these roles. This occasionally helped enfranchise the students. As one child poignantly put it after
looking at the beautiful flowerbeds and lake fountain: ‘How come children in the past had nicer things
than we do?’ Having raised their aspirations for their local environment through this project, we hope
it will have a long-lasting legacy on their care for parks, and a personal investment in their future.
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